Having A Blast In
Belfast
Overnight Trip May
2018
Sarah Y said “I loved going away with my
friends in a group”

Sarah M says “It was a really good
experience and I really enjoyed the Titanic
Museum. It was good company, great laugh
and lots of fun packed into the weekend”

Derek said “Belfast for me was a fantastic trip – the group as a
whole worked well together, which allowed everyone to enjoy
the entire experience. This was finished off in style at the brilliant
Titanic Museum. It was certainly one of the best short breaks I’ve
been involved in. Bring on the next…”

Our time in Belfast
Interest Link are off again,
Off where, what destination and when?
To Belfast City on an overnight trip
See you later - Toodle Pip
Friday the 11th from Gala town
Luggage ready and hatches down
All seated, belts on tight
Off to the city to catch our flight
Neil our driver is the man we trust
Teviot Wheels, we have it sussed
Off to the airport to board Flybe
Off to Ireland and over the sea
Wobbly wings swing to and fro
Swooping down really low
A steady landing, we are here
Safe and well - have no fear
Black taxis ready, take our seats
Whizzing around the Belfast streets
Here we are, at the purple hotel
Excited and tired, hungry as well
A quick rest, and we’re off again
Cinema, a meal and bed at ten
An early wake, a tasty breakfast
The best of all left till last
The Titanic museum - what a fantastic place
Large, gigantic, spectacular space
The group were amazed at how big the ship was
How it was built, sinking and cause
A whistle stop tour was our aim
Time up in Belfast, what a shame!
Off in our taxi, homeward bound
Back home by plane, safe and sound
Over the sea and up in the sky
What a view! From way up high
Landed safely, all friends from bus alight
Agreeing with each other, what a wonderful flight
In fact what a fabulous time the group had
Back home safe but really quite sad
Memories have been made with special friends that will last

Belfast City - what a blast!!!
By Val Reilly

Karen said
“What a great
trip”

Logan said “It was grand, it
was sunny and the Titanic
was amazing”

